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TIME TABLE 

 

Friday, 10 June  

2-4 p.m.   “From Time to Time” – Mandy Romero (UK, Liverpool) walks Cologne. 

It starts at Hotel Timp on Heumarkt 25 and proceeds to Tranny Hotel / 
Gästehaus St. Georg 

 

8 p.m.    Artists (Hotel / Gästehaus St. Georg) 

Bridge Markland (Germany, Berlin) – first piece 

Mandy Romero – “Kou” 

Bridge Markland – second piece 

INTERVAL 

La JohnJoseph (UK, London) – show 

Bridge Markland – third piece 

 

Saturday, 11 June 

1-6 p.m.  “Alma Mater” – one-to-one meetings with Regina Fiz (Spain, Madrid) at 
Hotel / Gästehaus St. Georg 

8 p.m.    Artists  (Hotel / Gästehaus St. Georg) 

La JohnJoseph – show 

Kasandra Vom Kulturschock (Germany, Cologne) – first set 

INTERVAL 

Mandy Romero & Alex Decoupigny 

Kasandra Vom Kulturschock – second set 

 

Sunday, 12 June 

10 – 12 a.m. Breakfast and Tranny Hotel videos. Talk with the organiser of the 
EXCHANGE RADICAL MOMENTS! Live Art Festival (www.11moments.org). 
At Hotel / Gästehaus St. Georg. 
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SHOWS 

 

MANDY ROMERO 

Mandy Romero has trained in improvised performance with Andrew Morrish, Al Wunder and 
Rosie Dennis. On Friday (“Tonight We Improvise”) she will improvise with her Berlin-based 
musical collaborator Alex Decoupigny and on Saturday on her own (“Solo”). 

 

LA JOHNJOSEPH 

La JohnJoseph presents "Charm", a song and story cycle, musing on gender ambiguity, 
personal politics and being in the world as a world wandering, Catholic androgyne, former 
fashion model coming of age in a society of ridicule. Extracted from her three solo shows, 
"Notorious Beauty", "I Happen To Like New York" and "Underclass Hero", the piece comprises 
autobiographical material intersped with new interpretations of classic songs by iconic queer 
songwriters. Part Penny Arcade, part Oscar Wilde, part David Bowie, part Quentin Crisp, 
"Charm" is a thoughtful, witty and magical exploration of identity politics, personality, and the 
beauty of being an outsider. 

 

BRIDGE MARKLAND 

„The most beautiful woman in the world“ - the spectacular transformation of the redhaired 
sexbomb- via an androgynous creature - into a macho man.  
„Sweet T“. - The funny transformation of fat old Karl from Berlin (in Germany), into a young and 
slim american Drag Queen.  

„Sweet Dreams“ - comic erotic lip-sync version of Sweet Dreams with sensual feeding of 
bananas to the people.  
 

KASANDRA 
The Schweppes-Face - Import from the East. 
Kasandra from the Balkans does not think that Madonna, Lady Gaga, Rihanna and Whitney 
Houston are Saints. So, when Kasandra performs the Hits of them, the parody makes you laugh 
to tears. Without any singing she gets applause for her crazy performance. 

Her facial expression, her parody, her persiflage, her choreographie - you will never forget the 
broadest smile, the biggest eyes and the wildest dance on the highest high heels. 

But caution: A playback does not mean, she does not speak. She grabs the mikro and tells you 
about her life. And if somebody in the audience is getting too bold, she pulls him on the stage. 
Convulsive laughter guaranteed. KASANDRA: Dance, dance for us. The Balkans are living. 
  

REGINA FIZ 
ALMA MATER - A men only performance. The audience are booked in at 15-minute intervals. The 
action takes place in the public toilets of “Tranny Hotel”. Outside the toilets, visible to all 
passersby, a screenshows a video created for the occasion. Inside the toilets only men can 
book an encounter with 
Regina. In this tête a tête Regina starts a conversation with each individual, tailored to the 
moment, in which the audience becomes the protagonist in a unique two hander.  
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BIOGRAPHIES 

 

Mandy Romero  
is a transgender artist, a created identity but not a conventional alter ego. The artist has produced films, writing and 
has performed in plays and cabaret but her main performance focus is on Live Art actions and interactions, which she 
has carried out in places as diverse as Barcelona, Shanghai, Copenhagen and the Pearl River Delta. She is based in 
Liverpool and has had a long association with the Bluecoat Arts Centre there, producing many of her art-works for 
them including	  her most recent performance work, Stevenage”.	  She took on the mantle of Queen Of Culture for the 
Liverpool ’08 Capital Of Culture celebrations. www.mandygirl.net  

	  
La JohnJoseph (John Joseph Bibby) 
is a British born, American educated performance artist who explores the creation and dislocation of power in cultural 
matrices through text, song and image. He has presented performance work across Europe and America, at the MoMA 
(San Franciso), the Royal Opera House and the Barbican (London), Dixon Place (New York), the Schwules Museum 
(Berlin), Medica (Zagreb), and Bios (Athens). She is the author of five ensemble and three solo plays, his writing also 
appears in Out There magazine, Attitude, AXM and on The Guardian film blog,	   as well as the ‘zines P.S. I Love You, 
Fat Zine, 21st Century Queer Artists Identify Themselves, and Bird Song. Currently he is editing her debut novel, 
(Everything Must Go), mixing a disco E.P. (Dandylioness) and writing a new play (Kill Everyone Now). He keeps a 
compendium of images and writings at her blog www.boyfriendrobotique.blogspot.com	  
 

Bridge Markland  
Bridge Markland / Berlin is a virtuoso of roleplay and transformation. Her range includes: dance, theater, performance, 
cabaret, clowning, puppetry, literature, erotic art. She is a pioneer of drag and gender performance in Germany and 
has organized Drag King events, tours, festivals from 1994 - 2002.Present focusses are: classic German theatre texts 
in collage with popmusic as solos with roleswitch and puppets “faust in the box” and others; site specific dance 
improvisation and interaction with audiences; collaborations with other artists like “let’s talk about sex” with 
saxophonist Nikola Lutz. Bridge Markland has showed her productions in Germany, Europe, USA and Australia. 
www.bridge-markland.de  
 

Kasandra Vom Kulturschock 
born 1999 in Cologne :-) She is a travestie performer in cologne for many years!! Started her career in year 2002 in 
the popular show Kulturschock in Cologne! Additionally she performed songs at the AIDS gala in Maritim Hotel in 
Cologne, Mardi Gras events in Cologne, Christopher Street Day in different cities in Germany, Phantasialand and 
Movie world amusement parks in Germany and many private functions!! But her stage home is still the Kulturschock 
Köln, where you can see her every Sunday with many others travestie stars !!!  

 

Regina Fiz  
Born in Portugal Regina Fiz emigrated with her family to Brazil when she was 6. She spent her early adolescence 
immersed in the vibrant cultural melting pot of Sáo Paulo where she was exposed toall aspects of the artistic avant 
guard. Returning to Europe at 17 she became a well-known figure in the nightlife of London, Lisbon and Madrid. In 
these cities artistic movements such as Post pornography and Queer art awakened her curiosity as she came into 
contact with the artists involved. At this period Regina started collaborations with various artists, photographers, video 
makers, performers and directors. Since then she is less to be seen in the nightclubs of Europe than in association 
with other artists of international renown or in her own right in venues across the continent as a performance artist. 

With the director Paulo Castro she renewed her links with Portugal creating the performance Regina Contra a arte 
contemporanea (Regina against contemporary art), which premiered in Lisbon in 2008 and continues to be performed 
to this day. It was with this work that Regina established a new format and manner of artist collaboration. One such 
collaboration has been with essayist and critic Jaime Conde. Together they created a piece mixing text and action 
based around identity. 
Other collaborations include the work Piano Piano va lontano with the composer Llorenç Barber and the performance 
concert, first presented in Lisbon, Regina, with the Portuguese compose Miguel Moreira. 
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